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Thank you for your interest and support!
This applies to textures and images in one or more formats (jpg, png, gif, tga.) and may be Full
Permissions or Copy Modify Permissions. Full Permission Textures are for Builders, makers and DIY
people. If you're the DIY type and have questions, feel free to hit me up.
FULL PERMISSIONS TEXTURES: COPY, MODIFY, TRANSFER.
You have copy, modify and transfer permissions for all the TEXTURES created by AJ Leibengeist in
the package. Textures can be downloaded to your computer and modified for your products or goods
then upload back to SL. Some products will have an Internet link for purchased images at max
resolution of 2048 pexels.
There are probably no third party items except for a delivery or business scripts with minimal
permissions. If you loose your items, both the SL Marketplace and CasperVend systems can redeliver
your purchase.
COPY, MODIFY, NO TRANSFER.
You have copy and modify permissions for all the textures in the package. Textures only sets are for
personal use and not resale, therefore the low price. The textures can be copied in the inventory, copied
onto object faces and they can be called by objects using the UUID from your inventory. Objects with
these permissions can be copied and modified directly with the edit tools. If you loose your items, both
the SL Marketplace and CasperVend systems can redeliver your purchase.
COPY, NO MODIFY, NO TRANSFER.
You have copy permissions of all the Textures in your package by AJ Leibengeist. They are used as is.
The textures can be copied in the inventory, copied onto object faces and they can be called by objects
using the UUID from your inventory. If you loose your items, both the SL Marketplace and
CasperVend systems can redeliver your purchase.
UNPACKING CASPERVEND
CasperVend items come in a box and will probably show up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez
the box in-world and open it to copy to your inventory.
UNPACKING SL MARKETPLACE
Markerplace purchases most likely will not be boxed and can be viewed in the contents tab on the
product page. Those items will go to your Received Items Folder in your Inventory. You'll need to
move them to generally inventory for proper use.
Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/AJLeibengeist
IM me
or email me
ajleibengeist@thunderchild.net
My main homepage is http://thunderchild.net
Thanks Again!
AJ

